WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: WORKING AT A LAW FIRM

Supplemental Readings

**Report on the State of the Legal Market**
A comprehensive report on legal market trends published by the Center for the Study of the Legal Profession and the Peer Monitor.

A BigLaw partner’s candid account of how to succeed in practice.

**Tomorrow’s Lawyers: An Introduction to Your Future**

**The Future of the Legal Profession**
Selected posts on large law firm trends and prescriptions for post-recession changes from the Strategic Legal Technology Blog.

**2016 Litigation Forecast**
An analysis prepared by the law firm Crowell & Moring regarding litigation trends by practice area and jurisdiction.

**2016 M&A Outlook Survey Report**
A survey-based assessment of the M&A deal market in 2014-15 conducted and released by KPMG.

**“The Collapse”**
The New Yorker's in-depth study of the collapse of the global law firm, Dewey & LeBoeuf.

**Vault’s Guide to Legal Practice Areas**
An introduction to different private practice fields through interviews with practitioners.

**What’s Hot and What’s Not in the Legal Profession**
Practice area prognostications.

**The Lateral Report**
The American Lawyer’s insights on what is driving the lateral hiring market.

**STAY INFORMED!**
Online magazines and blogs cover developments in the legal market. Stay current by reading entries from the ABA Journal’s “Blawg 100.”